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Preschoolers with Articulation Disorders…What Affects Progress?
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Figure A: Progress on Articulation FCM 
by amount of treatment
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As a part of NOMS, SLPs collect data to determine what 
factors may affect progress in preschoolers, using ASHA’s
Functional Communication Measures (FCMs). FCMs are a
series of disorder-specific, seven-point rating scales ranging
from least functional (Level 1) to most functional (Level 7). 

Findings from NOMS reveal that a number of factors affect
FCM progress among children receiving SLP treatment for
articulation disorders. Unless otherwise noted, these data
refer to children who were treated only for articulation.

Treatment Time

Figure A indicates that more treatment time is associated not
only with a greater proportion of children demonstrating
functional gains, but also with more children making 
multiple levels of progress on the Articulation FCM.
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Figure B: Articulation progress by service delivery model 
(children scored on articulation only)
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Service Delivery Model

Figure B illustrates the relationship between progress on
the Articulation FCM and the service delivery model used
in treatment. The data suggest that children who received
individual treatment were much more likely to show 
measurable functional gains in this area than their 
counterparts who received group treatment.

This same trend does not hold true for children who were
scored on articulation in addition to one or more 
additional FCMs. With these preschoolers, the choice of
service delivery model seemingly had little to no effect on
the outcomes attained.

Structured Home Program

Figure C demonstrates the association between articulation
progress and the child’s completion of a home program.
The data indicate that children who complete a structured
home program are not only more likely to demonstrate
functional change, but are also significantly more likely to
achieve multiple levels of progress on the Articulation FCM
than children who did not have a home program or did not
complete the program that was developed for them.
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Figure C: Articulation progress by completion  
of structured home program
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Conclusion

Given that treatment time, service delivery model, and completion of a structured home program appear
to be key elements associated with articulation progress, it is also important to determine what effect the
interplay of these three factors has on articulation outcomes in preschoolers. 

Table 1 outlines the impact of these various factors or combinations of factors on the proportion of chil-
dren making progress on the Articulation FCM. Of the children who did not receive at least 10 hours of
individual treatment and did not complete a structured home program, only about half (54%) showed
some measurable FCM progress. This differs substantially from those children who did receive 10 or more
hours of individual treatment and completed a structured home program.  Of this group, 91% demonstrat-
ed functional improvement in their articulation skills.

Table 1: Factors associated with progress on the articulation FCM

10+ hours of individual Successful completion of % of children making
treatment a structured home program progress

No No 54%
No Yes 71%
Yes No 79%
Yes Yes 91%

A similar trend is noted with children achieving multiple levels of progress on the Articulation FCM
(Table 2). These patterns suggest that, while each of these elements is important in isolation, their effect on
articulation outcomes for preschoolers is significantly amplified when they are combined.

Table 2: Factors associated with multiple levels of progress on the articulation FCM

10+ hours of individual Successful completion of a % of children making
treatment structured home program multiple levels of progress

No No 14%
No Yes 33%
Yes No 45%
Yes Yes 83%

These data were taken from ASHA’s National Outcome Measurement System (NOMS). NOMS participants receive reports
comparing their data with national benchmarks, which can be used for quality improvement planning, providing answers
about expected functional outcome of treatment, and advocacy with administrators, payers, policymakers, and parents. 

For more information or to become involved in NOMS, visit our website at 
http://professional.asha.org/resources/NOMS/treatment_outcomes.cfm or 
contact us at 301-897-0101.
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